
Parts List:

Set Up:

Tailgate Darts can be played as doubles or singles. In doubles play, two contestants are partners against 
another team of two contestants. Team members stand at opposite targets and do not rotate.  In singles 
play a contestant competes against another contestant. Both contestants throw from the same target. 
After each round, darts are retrieved and thrown back at opposite target.

Singles or Doubles Play:

Every Tailgate Darts match is broken down into innings of play. An inning is complete when all dart tosses 
are thrown.  An inning is never completed until all contestants toss all of their dart tosses.

Rules:

Court Layout:

FOLD-N-GO® TAILGATE DARTS

 2 or 4

Players: 

Thank you for choosing the Franklin FOLD-N-GO® Tailgate Darts tailgate game.  We are confident that 
Franklin FOLD-N-GO® Tailgate Darts will provide you, your family and friends with hours of enjoyment.  To 
accommodate the limited space tailgating sometimes involves, all Franklin tailgate games provide a 
range of playing distances with the furthest distance being regulation.  Please be sure to use care when 
playing and to take into account others in the area before selecting a playing area and distance.

Begin by unfolding the targets. Locate a level playing area and place the targets, scoring side up, 10 feet 
apart with the numbers facing each other. 

A dart toss scores the number of points that is designated on the target where it lands. If the dart toss 

If the dart toss lands on the background, or if it overlaps with the background, zero points are scored.
If another player’s dart toss hits yours and moves it, the dart tosses will be scored from the end location of 
each the dart toss.

Value of the Tailgate Dart Tosses:

In doubles play, teams alternate dart tosses until each team has thrown both of their dart tosses.
In singles play, players alternate dart tosses until each player has thrown both of their dart tosses.
Tosses must be thrown underhand.

Throwing Dart Tosses During Play:

To select which players/teams will pitch first, each player, or one player from each team, pitches a dart 
toss at the target and the player/team that comes closest to the center bullseye of the 100 point target 
pitches first. In the event both players/teams pitch their dart toss equidistant from the bullseye, a tie is 
declared and both players/teams re-pitch their dart tosses until a winner can be declared.

Getting Started:

Both teams can score points in an inning. At the end of an inning, both teams will add up their inning 
total and add that score to their total from the previous inning.

Scoring:
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